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ABSTRACT
THE VARIEGATED BLOSSOMS
STUDIES ON THE CHILDREN CHARACTERS
IN THE LITERARY PRODUCTIONS OF CHI ZIJIAN
February 2007
XUEBO SUN, B.A., HARBIN NORMAL UNIVERSITY
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Donald E. Gjertson
As a modern female writer in China, in contrary to the mainstream writing themes
about the modernization, Chi Zijian (1964
—
present) always focuses on the
suburban and rural area as the major background for her literary production, and she also
pays great attention to the children characters in her writings. According to the different
living conditions, life experiences, and the structural roles they play in Chi's stories, all the
children characters found in Chi's writings have been categorized by me into two
groups—"robust blossoms" and "broken blossoms". In Chi's literary production, the
children characters from both groups have been extracted and modified out of realistic life
experience, as effective literary writing devices, to convey the writer's appreciation for the
inner beauty of human's nature, as well as her apprehension towards drastic
modernization.
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CHAPTER 1
ABOUT THE WRITER AND HER WRITINGS
Introduction
As a recently emerging female writer in contemporary Chinese literature, Chi
Zijian i£ Tt! (1964—present) is a very noticeable and idiosyncratic Chinese literary
figure. In 1964, Chi was born in a northeastern-most small village which is called
"North Pole" itfflt. (which is currently within the region of Mo He city in China.
Chi started her writing career back in the middle of the 1980's when she was still in
college. In the year of 1986, Chi became nationally famous because of the publishing
of her middle-length story "Fairy Tale in North Pole Village" JtfJ^l^Wi (Chi 1986).
There is a strong prose-like style in her writings, and many readers enjoy reading her
particular language and writing style. Chi graduated from the Education School of
Daxing'anling i^^&^Wu^-W. in 1984, and afterwards in 1987, she went to study
in the graduate class organized by the cooperation of Beijing Normal University IfrB.
(JiMlA A// : and Lu Xun College of Arts #JE3t^|?rc. She started working in the
Writers' Association of Heilongjiang Province ^MWTxW'^k^ after her
graduation in 1990. And nowadays, she has already become a first-class writer in
China. Chi is also a member of the Writers' Association of China 1 1 ' Hffcl^tfr'zs.
Ever since she started writing back in 1983, she has already published literary
productions of more than four million Chinese characters. Within about twenty years
of diligent and ingenious working on the literature of her own style, nowadays, she
l
has become one of the most famous modern female writers in China, especially in the
field of Northeastern Chinese literature and country literature.
As a modern Chinese writer, in contrary to the mainstream writing theme about the
modernization, Chi focuses on the suburban and rural area as the major background in
which her stories take place. Therefore, her writings have opened a gate for readers to
take a look at the social and cultural phenomena in suburban and rural areas of
modern China. Children characters belong to one of the most important types of
fictional characters that appeared in the literary productions of Chi. According to my
personal statistics, among the forty-three short stories which have been included in
Chi's published anthologies, thirty of these short stories can be found with children
characters, furthermore, there are altogether thirty-five children characters that have
ever appeared in those literary productions. Numerical statistics is part of the evidence
to demonstrate that the images of children characters can be found conspicuously in
the literary productions of Chi. Therefore, they have become an important aspect to
study Chi's literature.
As a modern female writer in China, Chi always puts a lot of attention and care
into the children characters in her novels and short stories. Figures of children often
appear in her writings either as the main character or as a very important character
supporting the development of the storyline. Generally speaking, "healthy" children
figures in Chi's literary productions outnumber the "unhealthy" or "deformed"
children figures in her literary productions. However, in Chi's writings, the figures of
children do not necessarily possess the typical characteristics of the nature of the ideal
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child, which are honesty, courage, and kindheartedness; some of them are even
depicted as carriers of evil-mindedness, selfishness, and cruelty.
I am going to categorize all the children characters that I have found in Chi's
writings into two basic groups, according to their different living conditions, life
experiences, and the structural roles they play in Chi's stories. The first group consists
of the ideal child characters that are upright and amenable, or are under the protection
of, or well fostered by, adults. I call this group the "robust blossoms". "Robust
blossoms" are used by Chi to call the readers' attention to the natural and genuine side
of human nature, even though human natures are far more complicated and multi-
faceted in real life, and the emphasized good qualities do not exist all the time in
everyday life, however, they have been idealized in Chi's writings. The second group
accounts for the aberrant children characters. It includes all the rest of the children
characters which are standing in contrast to the "robust blossoms" in Chi's writings.
By research into the aberrant children characters in Chi's writings, I am going to
discover that, in her writings, Chi is implying that it is from the materialistic world
brought by the modernization and promoted by the adults that the deformed or evil
children characters acquire the bad sectors of their growth experiences.
The dichotomy of all the children characters in Chi's writings is made by me
purposefully for the convenience of expression and research in Chi's inner production
thinking. The "robust blossoms" and "deformed blossoms" are both rooted inside the
deepest part of Chi's inner world, and they have become a unity of opposites to each
other. And because of their intricate existences, we are able to reach a well-balanced
inner thinking world in reading Chi's literary productions which are full of hopes and
despairs, love and hatred, materialism and nihilism.
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Literature Review
As a rising and productive female writer in China, writings through her abundant
production of short stories (the majority) and novels, Chi Zijian still keeps on
discovering herself, adjusting herself and improving herself constantly. As Jiao
Huisheng said, "Chi has become a grove which is not only luxuriant but also still
growing". Therefore, research and literary criticism about Chi and her writings always
seem very incomplete and selective. However, some research and several studies have
been done about Chi's writing. The research basically focuses on topics about her
ideology, the way of thinking of the author, cultural conventions found in her writings,
the language, expressions, literary contexts, writing skills or writing style in her
literary production, etc.
Quite a few scholars have expressed their own comments and reviews about Chi's
individualized way of thinking and criteria about her life. Liu Chunxia has done a lot
of research on this topic. She insists on appreciating Chi's novels according to the
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social contexts and the conventional backgrounds that the author is originally from.
According to Liu, Chi has never claimed to categorize herself to any group among the
modern Chinese writers. The readers can not find either the illustration of the
"mainstream" ideology in modern urban cities in China or the coarse description
about the vulgar and petty life of bitterness in the countryside. She is always painting
a country-like homeland with a poetic and magic sense of feelings, a homeland that
can lead the modern people bedazzled by the more-and-more materialistic
modernization back to a totally different but clear world.
Zhang Hongping even suggests positioning Chi Zijian into the historical
background and development tendency of modern Chinese literature. She comments
that, in post-modern China, under the huge impact of the tide of commercialization
and urbanization which started in the early 1980's, China is undergoing multitudinous
changes and acute pains brought by the economic reforms; at the same time, more and
more modern Chinese writers have started concentrating on writing about the noisy,
complicated, and "rural-urban-change" life in China. However, Chi "stands with her
back towards the window, locks the hubbubs and temptation from the metropolis
behind her". Chi is good at keeping a silent and sober heart and portraying stories and
dramas that are happening in faraway and mysterious small towns, forests, and fishing
villages, "using her modest and homely pen to produce a clear and spectacular nature,
an icy and beautiful world, to cool down the restless fidgeting caused by the modern
urban world". It is one of the most important reasons why Chi has been so popular
and welcomed ever since she started writing at the end of 1980's. She occupies a very
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distinguished and special position for herself by her silence and a very unique literary
style in modern Chinese popular literature.
There have been a few researchers focusing on Chi Zijian's unique writing style
and language-wielding ability as well. Fang Shoujin and Zhao Guohong mention that
there is a stereotypical mode of environmental surroundings in Chi's literary
production (even though Chi disagrees with concluding that her writing has a specific
style), especially when she writes about the specific living situation and conditions of
the characters in her stories, or when she gives detailed description about some
physical characteristics of the characters in her stories, also including the
personification in her way of describing sceneries. Sun Huiru emphasizes that there is
a strong sense of poetry in Chi's writings, which is basically formulated by the
excellent language workmanship of Chi. There is even a very strong sense of music
and tempo in Chi's writings, either frisky or melodious, which is always achieved by
Chi's strenuous and selective use of words. In her writings, some of the words with
musical effects come from the phonetic features of the words that Chi chooses; some
of them come solely from the original calling of specific locations in the northeastern
part of China, e.g. Jiagedaqi (iq&ii^), Xilinxi (ffi^E), Huma (WM), etc., and
some of them are from her dialectical way of referring to objects in the different
accents of Heilongjiang Province, e.g. Mukeleng ffiMW), which refers to some
special type of wood that local residents use to build wooden houses; Yageda (5f&
tdf ), which means liquor, etc.
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Generally speaking, research about Chi Zijian and her writings, just like Chi's own
literary production, is still constantly developing and expanding into new dimensions.
And hopefully the research into the unique aspect of children characters that I chose
as the thesis topic can be of some special contribution for the current on-going studies
on Chi and her literary productions.
In the history of modern Chinese literature, the concept of "country literature" was
first initiated and elaborated by Lu Xun H-ifi (1881-1936). In "Zhong guo xin wen
xue da xi—xiao shuo er ji—dao yan" 41 ffl iff 3t ^± %- -'bM—H—# "i"
(Anthology of New Chinese Literature—Fiction, Volume Two—Introduction) he
points out that:
All of the people who express their thinking and feelings in
Beijing by pens, no matter if they claim to be subjective or
objective, actually literature of this kind most of the time belongs
to country literature, from the viewpoint of Beijing, they are the
writers of nostalgic literature.
Locating Chi in Contexts of Country Literature
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Lu also comments that productions of the nostalgic literature usually are
concentrated in "thinking of the hometown, therefore nostalgia permeates
inconspicuously" 0f£i&£#J, Hjfc-feKJLM^^^. Meanwhile, Lu has also
established many paradigms for the later country literature by the production of his
high-quality literature. For example, Lu's novels like "She Xi" fh$, (local opera), lay
the foundation of the eulogistic country literature, which is usually based on the
viewpoint of childhood memory, and probe into the true and beautiful nature of
country life and residents. At the same time, Lu has also produced short stories like
"Feng Bo" K$., "Kong Yi Ji" JLZ1B, etc. These literary productions lay the
groundwork for the critical country literature, which focuses on disclosing the pains
and illness of the country people, and criticizing not only the insensitivity or (political)
dumbness of the country residents but also the backwardness of the country world.
Ever since then, in the thirty years after the May-fourth movement in modem Chinese
literature, eulogistic country literature and critical country literature have become two
mainstream directions of the development of country literature, and both of them have
been leveraging and supporting the development and prosperity of modern country
literature in China.
During the development of modern Chinese country literature, a great number of
successful and famous writers have come to be recognized. For example, in the area
of eulogistic country literature, we can find Feiming J&£, Shen Congwen tZhK SC,
Xiao Hong if£E, and Shi Tuo llffE; in the development of critical country literature,
15
crisis
famous writers include Wang Luyan Tai Jingnong Wu Zuxiang J
II $B, and Shating fe|?$T, etc. However, along with the worsened national
(Japanese invasion of China) and the ever-increasing drastic social conflicts in 1930's,
the critical country literature has been becoming more and more popular, and the
eulogistic country literature has been decelerating unnoticeably.
Something very noteworthy in modern Chinese country literature happened in the
communist-ruled part of China in 1940's. In order to provoke and goad the Chinese
intellectuals to pay more attention to the recognition and support of the fanning
population at that time, Mao gave an influential speech—"Zai Yan'an wenyi
zuotanhui shang de jianghua" #WkX gj£ifc£±fl$iJHg (speech given at the
Yar'an Conference on Literature and Art) in May, 1942. Ever since then, under the
guidance of the "speech", pro-communist writers like Zhao Shuli have been
working enthusiastically to adjust and revolutionize the country literature. As a result,
country literature since then lost its rich and multi-colored essence and content. Under
the literary background of the countryside, country literature has become some type of
powerful political implement to elaborate policies and reinforce political beliefs.
Eventually, novels about the countryside ^c^^SM^i^ have gradually replaced
country literature, and this tendency lasted until the end of the 1970's.
After the economic reform and open policy in China at the end of 1970's, along
with the unfastening of the political control and the awakening of national literature,
the contemporary country literature has been resurrected and revived in China, and we
can see on-going production climaxes in this new stage. Ding Fan J #L pointed out in
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her "Zhong guo xiang tu xiao shuo shi lun" ^Hj^'HiAife (history of Chinese
country literature) that country literature is a cultural symbol of the agriculture society.
Accordingly, all the classical literature belonging to the agriculture society of the
world would more or less bear the symbol of country literature. However, such
symbols are merely static cultural phenomena, and they do not possess any systematic
or referential values. It is only when a society transforms from an agricultural society
to an industrial society, and when revolutionary changes take place in people's mental
world, does country literature become a brilliant and profound field, amid the clash of
the two different civilizations, i.e. the agricultural and the industrial.
China in 1980's, following many other evolutionary civilizations in the world, was
in the stage of transformation from an agricultural society to an industrial one.
Enormous social changes and radical social conflicts have been brought up to a never-
the-same degree. Traditional social views and customs have been continually over-
thrown or updated. Consequently, ever since the mid 1980's, a great number of
contemporary Chinese writers have started focusing on the countryside of China as
the setting for their literary productions. Their purposes are variegated: to explore the
roots of the national culture; to discover the structural or psychological contents
during cycles of history and civilization; to pay attention to the political and economic
changes in the countryside; or to simply express their painful struggles and excited
longing in such a historical period. However, most of the country literature
productions at this time tend to use the modern sense of intellectuality to enlighten the
stationary culture and stagnant living conditions of the country life, so as to disclose
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the collision of the modern urban civilization and the backward country civilization.
Most of the country literature writers during this time period have well inherited the
critical spirits of the critical country literature in 1930's, which are to unveil the dark
side of the country residents and the disadvantages of the backward agricultural
civilization. Their literary productions tend to possess a strong sense of reality
criticism and political sensitivity, therefore we have to conclude that the resurrection
of the country literature in 1980's is mostly characterized by the reviving and
popularity of the critical country literature tradition in China.
As a contemporary country literature writer. Chi has been standing as a break from
the mainstream of critical country literature ever since her first publication—"Bei Ji
Cun Tong Hua" in 1986. Ever since her stepping into the literature field in the mid-
1980's till today, she has been consistently focusing on the eulogistic depiction about
the country life in the Northeastern part of China. In her literary productions we can
find not only traces of the eulogistic country literature after the May-fourth movement,
but also the emotions and thinking of a modem female intellect that lives around the
end of the twentieth century. Thus, for that reason, Chi has opened a new gate to the
modern eulogistic country literature, and has provided valuable new elements.
is
CHAPTER 2
COMPARISON CIII WITH XIAO HONG
Whenever we try to locate Chi Zijian in the historical context of Northeastern
country literature, it is always unavoidable to mention the name of Xiao Hong j$f£[
( 191 1-1941). In the field of Northeastern country literature, Xiao is widely considered
one of the most influential writers in modern Chinese literature ever since the May
f ourth Movement. Given the fact that Chi is also widely considered a very important
female writer in the field of Northeastern literature in later years after Xiao, and
nowadays some critics even call her "little Xiao Hong" 'Mf£E, therefore, it is
necessary to compare Chi with Xiao in several relative aspects.
Basic Writing Themes
Both Chi and Xiao habitually put a lot of attention in writing about the people
and living in the rural or suburban areas of China, however, the basic purposes
(related to the underlying main themes in their literary productions) of the seemingly
similar scenario-locating could vary critically from Xiao to Chi. Many of the life
experiences of Xiao are extremely tragic. Born in a very traditional family in a chaotic
time of China, Xiao had undergone many struggles against her family, e.g. after she
finished her primary school, her family disagreed with her idea of studying for
secondary schools in Harbin; her father even scheduled a marriage for Xiao even
though she never had a chance to meet that man in person. Besides the frustrating
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experiences due to her family, she also had several unsuccessful relationships with
men and unstable life experiences. She gave birth to two babies but neither survived.
Her life experiences can partially explain the unique and exotic narrative quality that
draw readers to her writing and leaves them with conflicting feelings of mournful
sympathy and wrathful outrage towards the struggling and uncultured old Chinese
society. Pain and hopelessness of life is the reoccurring theme of Xiao's novels. By
depicting in detail the dreadful and grievous lives of the rural characters in her novels,
Xiao expresses her heated anger against the moribund Chinese farming society. By
expressing feelings of outrage against the dark side of her homeland, the author is
implying her aspiration for a new and revolutionized world as well.
In Tales of Hulan River IPp (Xiao, 1940)—one of Xiao's most famous
novels—the lives of the local residents are depicted as worthless as the lives of
animals. Sometimes their lives are depicted as even less meaningless than the wild
weeds in the countryside. "Villagers live, villagers die. The dead will be buried
immediately, seems that nothing has ever happened..." MrftA^^f. MSlEft A^E
To RJWtMW, iJj^ii^U^'R^vi-n... "Relatives will not shed a drop
of tear during the burial." M Ait — ^BK?BMA^Wl » "Villagers live,
villagers die" is the basic theme about Hulan County. In the novel, the local residents
are not like healthy human beings with energy, productivity, or even thinking; they
have no aspirations for a better life, no interests in living, and no happiness or
enjoyment about anything in their gloomy and insipid lives.
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Worst of all, because their tedious and boring lives lack any fun, they need to find
something unusual to stir up excitement, therefore the local residents often commit
brutal crimes against others in Hulan County. For example, after the beautiful Wang
Da Jie 1
'.
K 81 I marries Feng Wai Zui Zi V'j fcM V (Feng is his family name, Wai Zui
Zi describes his having a slanted jaw), the local villagers behave in an appalling
manner. They send people to peek under the window of the new couple's house and
spread rumors to blacken the name and reputation of Wang Da Jie. Ultimately their
behavior causes the death of Wang Da Jie. Moreover, after her death, the residents
continue to mock the miserable life of Feng Wai Zui Zi. Xiao conveys the view that
Ihe actions of the villagers were due to their tedious and monotonic life and were not
intentional. Their life attitude is based on their empty lives and unenlightened minds.
Throughout the novel, while they were harming other characters, they were also
extending their own miseries and hopeless fate. By exposing the darkest and ugliest
side of the provincial farmers 1 lives and stirring up outrage among readers, Xiao is
successful in fulfilling the historical responsibility of a writer during her time, which
is to foreshadow a revolution to change the sad status quo of that time in China.
During Xiao's time, China had broken away from the last superstitious Qing
Dynasty not long ago, and had encountered decades of warlord fighting and foreign
invasions; China was undergoing severe pains through the social transformations.
Given the time during which Xiao lived, she stood out as the pioneer against the
Japanese invasion, calling for people's liberation and social re-structuring in the post-
superstitious China. Compared to Xiao, the social struggles during Chi's life are far
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less drastic. However, Chi is best at utilizing the social "shock" of the transition of
urbanization and social reforms in contemporary China to record or re-tell the
"stories" that happened in the rural areas, which modern Chinese people might have
ignored or forgotten.
Like Xiao, Chi depicts the illiterate and empty-minded side of the residents living
in niral areas as well. In her literary works, we can usually find the main characters
coming from "weak groups", for example, people with physical or mental disabilities,
senior citizens, women or children suffering family or health problems. However, by
doing this, her ultimate goal is to sing high praise for the naive and simple nature of
these "uncivilized" people, who have never had schooling but keep living and
laboring in the countiyside all year long. Also by writing about characters of this type,
Chi implicitly denounces the coldness, cruelty, and superficiality of urban life, and
also depicts the impetuosity and volatility in rural areas which have been affected by
the urbanization in modern China. By reading her writings, people can sense a feeling
of spiritual purification and relaxation. This is one of the most important reasons why
Chi Zijian has been so popular ever since she began her literary career at the end of
the 1980s. For example, in her short story Qing Chun Ru Ge De Zheng Wu W#£nsft
#J J"E^F (Noon of melody-like youth) (1995, rpt in Chi 2002), the main character Chen
Sheng is a retarded young farmer living in a suburban area. He does many weird
things such as making bamboo knickknacks for his dead wife; helping a family in
another village so that he can have sexual affairs with the housewife in the family;
beating up a rich person to help his friend to get back owed money; he even tries to
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sue the local government for spending too much money on a local ski resort rather
than spending more money to save peoples lives. At the climax of the story, he is
gotten drunk and used by his good friend's family to kill their child who has severe
disabilities. After having fun and being startled by all the funny and astounding things
done by the main character, the readers cannot help getting some feelings of
understanding and appreciation for this simple-minded hero who has never had one
day of schooling in his life. Chen Sheng is mentally abnormal, and he belongs to the
weak and un-urbanized social stratum, however, by reading his simple and absurd
stories as a small-potato-like role in the modern society, it is obvious that we can find
many precious merits in him such as honesty, generosity, straightforwardness, and
courage, which are implied as the undertone in the story and managed well by Chi
with her unique writing skill.
Unlike Xiao, who is exposing the dark side of rural society to call on the society
for revolutionary change, Chi expects modern urbanized Chinese people; to reflect on
the contemporary social atmosphere and morbid social phenomena by writing about
the simple and unaffected world which stands in stark contrast to the morally
"polluted" urbanized areas, where people can barely find the mentioned merits that
the "uncivilized" modern Chinese farmers possess.
The literary works of both Xiao and Chi show exceptional artistic values and
historical responsibilities in different eras of modem China. Their works also fully
embody their memory and yearning for their homelands in Northeastern China.
However, by comparing the basic themes of their literary productions, plus their
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different identities from being born in different times and social conditions, we can
find dramatic differences underlying their literary productions—which we call the
theme of writing, i.e. Xiao's country literature is based on realism, exposing the
people's scars and unenlightened mentality during her real life time, and calling for
extreme social reform to advocate a modern civilization movement in China.
However, Chi has a strong appreciation for the traditional values and pre-urbanized
thinking. She advocates returning back to the old country-like social atmosphere and
simplification or purification of people's minds from the contemporary urbanized
thinking and social orders.
Writing Styles
The style of Xiao's writing is closer to historical narration other than story-
telling. Based on the author's own memory about her homeland, the everyday life of
local residents, and daily events that happened in her childhood, most of the time the
author makes her novels read like local historical narratives (^L Jj M). Again, Tales of
Hulan River is the best example to illustrate this point. This novel is claimed as a
miraculous novel by modern Chinese critics because its profound and thought-
provoking content are composed in plain language and in an autobiography-like
format. Tales of Hulan River is in the form of an autobiographical novel, in which
Xiao writes about her memory and impressions of various kinds of phenomena,
stories, and happenings in her own childhood.
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As a lengthy novel, unlike other novels which usually have principal characters or
main storylines, there is no gripping storyline, no evident social contradictions, and no
complicated circumstances in the book. Xiao uses the small county of Hulan for the
background; everything narrated in the novel—the natural circumstances, the social
conventions, the local residents, and the events that happened in Hulan—are all based
on this geographical location. There are seven chapters and one epilogue in Tales of
Hulan River. From the formal structure of this novel, these separate components are
woven together without the storyline that a narrative novel usually has, however, the
readers never feel that the novel is in any way loosely structured. That is because
every aspect of the geographic setting and social details of Hulan is very interesting in
its own right. Also, because this unrestrained method of expression is actually a very
distinctive literary structure. Seemingly separate and loose, everything is interwoven
successfully into a whole narrative system, which focuses on depicting the small town
of Hulan from "my" view. The history of the small Hulan County is based on the
author's own childhood and is made gripping by the author's ingenious originality
and unfeigned memory of childhood.
The writing of Chi, on the other hand, is close to that of story-telling as she uses
imaginary countryside locations as the social or geographical settings of her stories. In
her writings, readers (especially readers who have geographical knowledge of the
Northeastern part of China) are able to tell that most of the names of the villages,
counties, and locations are fictional names created for the story on purpose. For
example, in the novel Shi Oman jffijll (1994), a tragic love story between Ji Xi
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and Hu Hui the fishing village is called A Jia H¥ does not appear on any real
map of Heilongjiang Province, China. Nor can the place Bai Yin Na fiM in her
novel Bai Yin Na (1998) be found on the map. Most importantly, in stark
contrast to the writing style of Xiao, Chi does not use the first person voice "I" gfc to
narrate the events or people involved in her stories very frequently. And she gives
names to the characters and the locations in her novels according to the northeastern
social conventions and cultures, so as to make her stories seem more "realistic". This
is the reason that not only literary critics but also ordinary readers have noticed that
there is a very distinguishing fairytale-like trait in Chi's stories. Based on real social
customs and cultures, and applying her deep understanding of the local sensibility and
lore, her literary productions are far more like fictional stories than Xiao's "historical
narratives" with their strong sense of realism.
Children Characters
In Xiao's Tales ofHulan River, readers can find only one happy and lucky child
character, which is "I" Unfortunately, except for a very short description (only one
chapter) about "my" happy childhood time with "my grandfather", most of the time
the character "I" is solely used as the single witness to retell all the ghastly and cruel
misdeeds done by the local residents. Generally speaking, all the other children
characters in Xiao's novels are more or less the victims of the old Chinese society. A
very detailed example is Xiao Tuan Yuan Xi Fu 'MPftt^ (which means "little
uniting wife") in Tales ofHulan River.
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Xiao Tuan Yuan Xi Fu is an ordinary farm girl who marries into the Hu family as a
child bride at the age of twelve. Because she is outgoing when it comes to
talking to strangers, her mother-in-law beats her every day and night. Soon Xiao Tuan
Yuan Xi Fu becomes very ill, and the Hu family, especially Hu Ma $j#§ (the
matriarch of the family) starts worrying about her worsening health. As a good-will
offering, the Hu family spends a considerable amount of money inviting an exorcist
dancer ^fcAfi'MA to cure her disease. However, Xiao Tuan Yuan Xi Fu was
brutally killed when people helped the exorcist dancer dump boiling water on her
body in order to drive away the "sins" inside her.
This is the most inhuman, most barbaric scefte that "I" witnesses in the novel. Not
only are the lives of the adult villagers as meaningless and empty as those of animals,
but also the children, who are living in such a dark and mundane society, have no
rights and lack the power to control their own destinies. Most of the children
characters in Xiao's writings are depicted as the tragic prey of the old society. They
have no other choice but to obey the old Chinese social conventions, even though
sometimes the social conventions would kill them as the only result. The novel is
intentionally designed this grievous way to arouse feelings of disgust and hatred in the
readers, and the author hopes to motivate them to call for some drastic and
straightaway social reform in the old Chinese society.
As a contemporary female writer in China, Chi always pays careful attention when
portraying the emotions and feelings of the children characters in her writings.
Compared with the children characters in Xiao's literature, the characters in Chi's
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literature not only outnumber the children characters in Xiao's literature (part of the
reason is due to Chi's much larger literary production over a lengthier period of time),
but also share far more complicated natures and less tragic fates. There are a few
children characters who serve as spokespersons for evil-mindedness, slyness, and
cruelty, however, in general, good and healthy children figures in Chi's writings not
only outnumber the evil and morbid children figures but also prevail over the evil.
The best example is the short story "Feng Ren Yuan Li De Xiao Mo Pan" f^Af^ffl
H'J'MfS (Little Millstone in a Lunatic Asylum) (2001, rpt in Chi 2002). Xiao Mo
Pan is a naive child with learning dysfunctions. His classmate Li Zhen (playing the
role of a spokesperson for selfishness and cruelty in this literature) is a bad kid and
always bullies him. One day in the open air restroom, Li Zhen occupies the place and
does not permit Xiao Mo Pan to shit, even though Xiao Mo Pan cannot hold it any
more and finally defecates inside his pants, Xiao Mo Pan cannot tolerate Li Zhen any
more, and pushes him into the manure pool and lets him drown to death. After this
incident, Xiao Mo Pan is sent back to the insane asylum where he is from. However,
because of his special role that can bring laughter and happiness to the patients in the
lunatic asylum, many people are cured of their mental problems, good people are
saved, and some patients even marry each other.
As a female writer, Chi has put a lot of care and attention into the children
characters in her writings. This is because by utilizing her own writing as a tool for
both public entertainment and education, Chi implies that modern people living in the
urbanized part of China should pay more attention to appreciating and cherishing the
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beautiful and simple side of human nature that modern people tend to ignore or desert
along with the drastic development and intense urbanization which are taking place in
China ever since the economic reform in 1978.
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CHAPTER 3
THE MANIFEST IMAGES: CHILDREN CHARACTERS
Children characters are one of the most important types of fictional characters
that appear in the literary productions of Chi, Zijian (1964-present).
According to my statistics on the five anthologies of Chi [which are Fang Cao Zai
Zhao Ze Zhong W^Wif'V (2002 a), Wo Ban Wo Zou (2002 b), Yu Shui
TongXing Hj^Wu (2002 c), Wu Yue Niu Lan V^JT-f- (2002 d). and Ge Li Ge
Hai DeXi Yu Huang Hun Jft rft*fflM3f f5 (2003)], among the forty-three short
stories which have been included in Chi's published anthologies, thirty of these short
stories can be found with children characters, furthermore, there are altogether thirty-
five children characters that have ever appeared in those literary productions.
Numerical statistics are part of the evidence to demonstrate that the images of
children characters can be found conspicuously in the literary productions of Chi.
therefore they have become an important aspect to study concerning Chi's literature.
It is not an unusual phenomenon to find a noticeable amount of children
characters in the writings of a female writer. As a modern female writer in China Chi
always puts a lot of attention and care into the children characters in her novels and
short stories, either as the main character or as a very important character supporting
the development of the storyline. Generally speaking, "healthy" children figures in
Chi's literary productions outnumber the "unhealthy" or "deformed" children figures
in her literary productions. However, in Chi's writings, the figures of children do not
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possess the typical characteristics of the nature of the ideal child, which are honesty,
courage, and kindheartedness; some of them are even depicted as carriers of evil-
mindedness, selfishness, and cruelty.
I am going to categorize all the children characters that I have found in Chi's
writings into two basic groups according to their different living conditions, life
experiences, and the structural roles they play in Chi's stories. The first group consists
of the ideal child characters that are upright and amenable, or are under the protection
of, or well fostered by, adults. I call this group the "robust blossoms'. As far as I am
concerned, the "robust blossoms" are extracted from the complexities of childhood
(including both characteristics and undesirable traits of children) and their common
characteristic is the natural thirst for a healthy growth. This is noticed and used by Chi
to call the readers' attention to the natural and genuine side of human nature, even
though human natures are far more complicated and multi-faceted in real life, and the
emphasized good qualities do not exist all the time in everyday life. They have,
however, been idealized in Chi's writings.
The second group accounts for the aberrant children characters. It includes all the
resc of the children characters, which stand in contrast to the "robust blossoms" in
Chi's writings. In this group, children characters are also classified into two sub-
categories, which are, respectively, the children characters as victims and hopeless
prey, and the evil-minded and harmful children characters.
It is somewhat difficult to generalize the fates and final endings of the children
characters in Chi's writings, because in Chi's artistic production it is never so simple
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that the good will overcome the bad, and the evil are corrected in the end. Images of
children characters are always utilized as literary tools to express the author's praise
for the kind, upright, and generous side of human nature, the conventional family-
based moral merits, and the happiness associated with the simple but variegated
lifestyle in countryside, a strong dislike towards the pragmatism and utilitarianism
brought by urbanization in modern China, an unaffected belief in traditional goodwill-
oriented ideology and social judgmental criteria (the good would always prevail over
the bad as the conclusion), and wrath against unsound social unfairness.
In some literary productions of Chi, in addition to her consistent concern and
attention to the disadvantageous characters, Chi has shown a selective sympathy
towards the weak groups in the social status strata. In some of Chi's writings she does
not concentrate on showing her sympathies towards the victims rigorously or
imprudently. On the contrary, to my best understanding, her sympathy is far more
sophisticated than the common thinking that the weaker and disadvantaged group be
protected and well fed forever. She might direct the readers to ignore the tragic
happening but focus more on the broader concept of the whole storyline, or even
consider the exclusion of those characters which are barely strong enough to control
their own fates as worthwhile sacrifice to the well-being of the rest or necessary
happening for the development of storyline.
The dichotomy of all the children characters in Chi's writings is made on purpose
for the convenience of expression and research into Chi's inner thinking. Speaking of
the overall literary system of Chi, these two groups of children characters are
both
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based on Chi's observation of the society and life. Not only the compassion and
appreciation for the healthy and prospering youth, but also the condolence towards the
twisted children characters, share the same intrinsic production theme in Chi's literary
works, that of valuing the good nature of children and human beings, sighing with
feelings about the vices they have, and believing that the vices are acquired through
social complexities and modernization.
The viewpoint of children is a popular narrative angle which can be widely found
in eulogistic country literatures. The utilization of the children's viewpoint as a
narrative tool also provides the literary productions of Chi with a gate to explore a
more delicate world of country literature. Feng Zikai T^ tcl used to comment that
'children have eyes on hearts which are sharp and gifted, which are far more
comprehensive than those of adults, and they are the best eyes on hearts in the world,
and they belong to children only; the reality in the world can be only perceived by
children to the most precise and the most comprehensive degree". JLmW Hij itfft'lJ
iWtlWM, KWWfit&Hfji^ In the literary production of
Chi, through the eyes of children, either crystal-like clear, or mundanely covered by
the reality of the world, everything in the world has been endowed with a lively
vitality, therefore the theme of living and life could be perceived by the readers with a
natural and aesthetical tempo. This is simply because the aesthetic criteria of children
have not been contaminated by any cultural traditions or social customs. Either
through the viewpoints of healthy and well-fostered children characters who are in
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good physical shape or through the deformed children characters which have been
iniquitously affected by the practical and unpleasant side of the modern society, Chi
has broadened her personal reflection of the on-going modernized society and her
aesthetics about the relationship between nature and humans.
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CHAPTER 4
ROBUST BLOSSOMS
Introduction
First of all, let us take a look at one paragraph about a bunny-trade scene in Chi's
published diary-anthology Wo Ban Wo Zou 3ft#$fc^£ (2002, pp. 79-80; my
emphasis).
At the crossing of Bile Street, someone is selling white bunnies,
ten yuan for each. Many kids are trying to persuade their parents
to buy one for them. The cage boxes are woven from thin silver-
colored wires made of iron, and look square and steady. Usually
each holds two bunnies. The bunnies have red eyes, plane-leaf-
like ears, and hairy bodies. The seller said they are very easy to
feed. They eat all types of vegetables. We only need to take care
of the ventilation, and keep their lower bodies dry. I hesitated for
a long time. Finally I walked awav but with a strong desire to buy
one. If I were to uo on business trips, who would take care of
them?
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£A1tiiH, ftlMTTJUMr. Hill,
The brief description about the bunny-sale is a very vivid reflection of the innocent
and youthful side in Chi's inner world. Except for the underlined sentences, the
paragraph seems to be written by some middle school teenager; however, it is the
voice of a well-known contemporary female writer who is already in her forties. From
this paragraph, it is easy to see Chi's childlike care and concern for small living
v' lings—the bunnies. Obviously this type of tender emotion and caring nature is the
vivid reflection of the good merits that can be found in the "robust blossoms" group
of children in her writings.
"Robust blossoms" refers to the healthy and positively depicted children
characters that can be found in the literary production of Chi Zijian. Generally
speaking, life in Chi's literary production is complicated and manifold, full of promise
and despair, joy and sadness. But for the group of "robust blossoms", other than the
tragedy-foreboding situations, Chi endows them with a strong vitality and healthy
living conditions in the stories, e.g. Tian Zao in "Qing Shui Xi Chen" J§7j<$fc±
(2001, rpt in Chi 2002); Qi Qi MM in "Yu Gu" fe# (1998, rpt in Chi 2002); Ya Ya
T J in "Yue Guang Xia De Ge Ming" £ ft~F tfj ¥ w ( 1 998, rpt in Chi 2002 ) ;
Huo Chun mm in "Ni Xing Jing Ling" MftWR (Chi 2002); Xiao Mo Pan
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in -Feng Ren Yuan Li De Xiao Mo Pan" ^A^ffiffj'hilfi (2001, rpt in Chi 2002);
"I" $c in "Zai Song Shu De Gu Xiang" ftJ&Rffiltt^ (1991, rpt in Chi 2002); and
$T ?Jc in "Bei Ji Cun Tong Hua" JfclMMiff (1984, rpt in Chi 2003), etc.
According to Ch's idealized and purposeful composition, though appearing in
different stories or situations, "robust blossoms" tend to behave with good manners,
possess good qualities, and usually end up being lucky and successful in their growth
and development in the stories. This pattern comes from Chi's traditional way of
thinking and conservative judgmental criteria that are serving as fundamental
ideologies for literary production throughout Chi's writings, e.g. a wicked nature
tends to realize its inappropriate behavior and encounter correction during its
interaction with loving natures; the good will prevail over the bad in the end; the lofty
and precious side of human nature will be cherished or rewarded sooner or later, etc.
Of all the children characters in Chi's w ritings, ''robust blossoms" occupy more
than half of the total. Each "robust blossom'
1
is created within its own context and
situation. However, it would be unsystematic or monotonous if we randomly recall
and do research in each individual child character one by one. After extensive reading
about Chi's children characters, as far as my knowledge is concerned, I am going to
categorize the "robust blossoms" into two subcategories for detailed and easy-to-
understand research.
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Tender but Lucky Blossoms
I would like to characterize the first subcategory as the "tender but lucky
blossoms", in which children characters are usually depicted as little kids who are
under the protection or fostering of their parents (or single parent), families, or other
elder characters in the stories. Generally speaking, the roles that these "tender but
lucky blossoms" are playing in Chi's writings are very important, even though their
idealized or purposely created existences are usually as children who are under the
age often and appear to be barely able to do anything significant to influence the
adult characters or affect the development of storylines.
However, most importantly, their existence in Chi's writings is never
unnecessary or irrelevant, because they are usually the crucial characters to determine
the developing tendency or outcome of the plot of the stories. And most interestingly,
the specific roles that these "robust blossoms" are playing in Chi's stories cannot be
replaced with any other type of fictional characters, i.e. these "robust blossoms"
cannot be replaced with "deformed blossoms", otherwise the development of
storylines would be critically impeded. For example, stories would seems confusing if
the readers find out that loving couples or a respectable single parent is caring about
an evil and hurtful kid. Meanwhile, "robust blossoms" cannot be replaced with adult
characters either, because each "robust blossom" has its own context within the
stories. Chi has well composed a sound and reasonable situation for each individual
"robust blossom" to fit into, for example, family ties, parental relationships, school
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environments, etc., which makes it impossible for other types of characters to replace
the "robust blossoms" within the given contexts of storyline.
For example, it is very obvious how important the role of "I" is in "Bei Ji
Cun Tong Hua" Jbffflmi^ (1984, rpt in Chi 2003), and how "I" unites all the other
characters together, thus makes the storyline continue as a romantic and beautiful
poem-like play which cherishes the memory of the author's childhood. As Chi says in
the prologue to this short story (p.l):
If there were no purity, childhood would not exist. If there were
no childhood, there would not be the fruits of maturity of the
present. This is a true story, which happened more than ten years
ago, at the willow-bud-like age around seven or eight.
mwmm^ uwmm.^,
In "Bei Ji Cun Tong Hua", Chi writes in the first-person voice under the name of
"Ying Deng" iffljfT (which literally means "welcoming the lantern"). Ying Deng has
to live with her grandparents for a year in the countryside of Heilongjiang Province
because her parents are busy working in some other town. In the story, it is through
Ying Deng's first-person view that characters like grandmother W&L, grandfather
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^r, monkey grandmother Wt, Sha Zi & f (whieh is the name of a very loyal old
dog), "old Soviet" grandmother and so on, are woven together to create
a memorable play which is full of vivid descriptions of a simple childhood experience
and the long-lasting sorrow for the past beauties and people in one's life. Furthermore,
we can see in the example of "Bei Ji Cun Tong Hua", the character— "I" %-
possesses the two basic characteristics which apply to the subcategory of "tender but
lucky blossoms", which are being fragile but also well-taken care of. And the
character of "I" also occupies an irreplaceable position in the development of the
storyline and the relationships among the rest of the characters in Chi's writings. The
whole story of "my" childhood in "Beijicun" ends with my reluctantly boarding the
parting ship with parents, and also the desperate chasing of Sha Zi out of its loyalty,
which causes it to drown itself in the Heilongjiang River. The sad but beautiful ending
amplifies the emotional feelings in Chi's literary production. By depicting the
eyesight and memory of a child., the author has expressed her own feelings and
attachment to uncontaminated nature, her cherishing of the simplicity of one's
perishable childhood.
Another example of Qi Qi MM can be found in the short story- "Yu Gu" Hit
(which means "fish bone" in Chinese). The whole story is narrated under the voice of
»I» ji; «p_as a journalist—went to stay with a single-mom family during some
"fishing flood" time. At night, every family in the village is setting up some special
fishing net under the frozen water on the river to catch fish from underwater. When
"f stayed with Qi Qi and her mother at night on the frozen river, where her mother is
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busy fishing, this seven year-old girl told "me" some basic information about her
family: her father used to like gambling and playing with other women a lot, then left
when she was only two years old. Ever since then, she has been living with her
mother and never got a chance to see her father. While Qi Qi's mother heard part of
our conversation, her response is nothing but cursing her irresponsible husband.
However, Qi Qi told "me" secretly that sometimes her mother cries at night and talks
to herself that she misses her dad, and so on. But after Qi Qi became affected by the
coldness on the river, "I" and the family have to go home ahead of the fishing time.
However, that night a stranger broke in the house and talked to Qi Qi's mom for a
long time, and begged her for forgiveness. While the housewife is trying to cover the
truth to "me", it is Qi Qi again who recognizes that it was her dad who just visited. In
fact, Qi Qi's father left the house with a promise to Qi Qi's mother to return with
some valuable fish bone that Qi Qi likes very much as a sign of Qi Qi's mother
forgiving her husband and the reunion of the family.
According to my criteria, all those features possessed by the "tender but lucky
blossoms" apply to the character of Qi Qi in "Yu Gu". First of all, being young and
weak; secondly, not seeming strong enough to protect himself/herself, in other words,
under well care of adult characters; thirdly, important or even crucial to the
development of storylines.
In the story of "Yu Gu", under the narration ofT\ Chi is actually depicting the
beauty of the simple life and the strong and touching family ties in some remote
village in the northern-most part of China. It appears that, Qi Qi's family has already
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broken apart and had no hope in the future. However, because of Qi Qi, her mother is
trying to make a successful living through many hardships on her own, and her father
still misses the family during many years of vagrant life. By writing this story, the
author is actually appreciating the strong and independent nature of a woman in
Heilongjiang Province, and the family-oriented and responsible nature ofmen from
there, even though they might have wrongful misdeeds in their past. Therefore, it is
obvious to see that, Chi is realizing the purpose of her literary production by utilizing
the character
—
Qi Qi—in a veiy successful and delicately designed way.
Chi's "Ni Xing Jing Ling" is more like a fantasy-like trip narrative, however we
can still find a good example of a "tender but lucky blossom"—Huo chun MM
(which means a split upper lip)—in it.
"Ni Xing Jing Ling" (The elm moving in the opposite way) is one of Chi's most
important literary works, it is also one of her most successful and most popular
writings. It was first published in Zhongshan l+Lll in 1997, and won an award as the
"national best middle-length story of 1997" 1997 ^[iltt^M'Jn^ in China.
Meanwhile, it is also a very good example to study the "tender but lucky" type of
children character and its relationship to other types of adult characters in Chi's
writing, therefore I present a close and detailed analysis of this story that is full of
surprises.
In this middle length story, Chi has written a romantic story that happens in a
seemingly realistic circumstance. A long-distance commute bus has to stop overnight
in Tafen 1$& because of the sudden heavy downpour. There are twelve people on th<
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bus. An old woman with her child, Huo chun, who just finished their errands in the
city and are on their way home; a black-faced man who is going to kill his elder
brother at the upcoming stop because his psychologically abnormal wife accused his
elder brother of sexually molesting her; a primary school music teacher who carries a
accordion that he just bought for the students from the city; a young carpenter going
to work; a pregnant woman who is going to live with her relative's family for a while
in order to have the baby in a more pleasant surrounding; a beautiful "goose-neck"
woman MMitX; an old and deafman who has failed in a suit against his
irresponsible grandson who stole his money; a short-haired woman who is always
economical; the driver; the ticket seller, the station administrator Wang j£f8:-j£; and a
cook. Each character has his/her own life experience before they gather together,
while at the same time every distinctive experience that has happened to each
character also has its typical social meaning. The downpour is becoming heavier and
heavier, so the bus has to delay in Tafen for seventeen hours, even though the bus
driver has attempted to bribe the stop administer j^-fc to let the bus pass. During their
one night stay in a small motel, the relationships between the characters bring about a
dramatic change in everyone's destiny. This small social group has obviously become
a huge family since everyone is doing something more or less to help each other. The
young carpenter cleans the face-washing basin for everyone, the old woman
volunteers to clean the big bed for everyone, the station administrator treats the old
deaf man really well, the goose-neck woman washes dirty clothes for the black-face
man, the music teacher plays the accordion to entertain everybody, and the
goose-
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neck woman gives a beautiful dance to cooperate. Through random but natural
descriptions of several story happenings, the writer has disclosed the original virtues
of human nature, which are friendship, freedom, and care. Chi pays attention to each
individual life and shows appreciation for human nature in this writing, but all the
various story elements are skillfully connected through the character of a child—Huo
chun.
First let us take a look at some of Chi's descriptions of Huo chun in Ni xing
jing ling:
The forest beyond the bus window is lavish green. Sometimes,
with the bumping of the bus, the green color jumps accordingly.
Suddenly Huo chun slams on the window and yells out of
surprise, "Mom—wild chickens!"
"Mom—white birch trees are all bowing!"
It does not take long for Huo chun to step away from his missing
of those wild chickens, because he finds a woodpecker instead.
The Woodpecker is nodding its head, eating a worm inside the
crevice of a tree. Following that, he sees several red-headed
magpies resting in a black lightning-struck tree.
Huo chun smiles understandingly. Whenever he smiles, his split
upper lip becomes more noticeable, like an eye-catching three-
piece flower, and those sometimes visable white teeth are the
inner-most cherry of the flower.
To
These vivid and lively descriptions have successfully portrayed the looks and
character of a child who has grown up in the wilderness, and also abandoned by
modern society—it is from the conversation between the short-hair woman and the
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old woman that everyone finds out that Huo chun is an abandoned child adopted by
the old woman. Through the recalling of the old woman readers can figure out that
although Huo chun had a miserable birth fate, he is deeply beloved by his step mother,
and furthermore, almost every character in the story has more or less shown a great
amount of care and attention to this distinctive child character. He is clever and
sensitive, full of loving emotions and care for weak creatures, however he cannot fit
into the circumstances of modern society, but on the contrary, it is very compatible for
him to immerse himself into the natural environment in the countryside, where he
would be able to discover a lot of interesting things. The character of Huo chun is a
condensed reflection of the writer's detest for the mundane and vulgar modern city,
ar.d her longing for the primitive and natural side of human nature as well.
As an active and bright child who always has an insatiable curiosity about
everything he can see, the poitrayal of the character—Huo chun—has become a
successful attempt for the writer to weave the storylines skillfully and deliberately.
Because of Huo chun's curiosity, he has become one of the most important
elements—if not the only influential one—to stimulate the development of the whole
story. First of all, it is upon Huo chun's insistence on going out to pick up dushi itW
(a type of purple fruit which can be easily found growing in the wilderness of
Northeastern part of China), that the goose-neck woman and the little carpenter have a
chance to have sexual activity in the wild woods; secondly it is Huo chun's sympathy
for a maimed and mentally slow dog, and his happy playing time with the dog, that
makes the road workers recount the story of adultery between the administrator Wang
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and the female cook; thirdly it is out of his curiosity and naivety that Huo chun takes
away the big butcher knife from the black-faced man, and even ruins it while playing
with it chopping trees, and therefore everyone has a chance to know the murderous
secret of the black-faced man; and finally it is upon Huo chunks request (while he is
cold and everyone in the room lavishes him with attention) that the music teacher
starts playing music with his over-cherished accordion. The music is also a turning
point to the story, almost everyone is moved and touched, their relationship becomes
closer, and the on-going happy atmosphere lasts till the end of the story. And most
importantly, it is Huo Chun who first discovers the existence of the flying ghost in
that area when he became lost picking wild fruit:
"I will sleep in the mountain if I get drunk." Huo chun is thinking
to himself, and he keeps eating. He has eaten so much that he
cannot tell the sweet taste any more, his tongue is already numb.
However, upon seeing those shiny fruits that look like beads, he
still cannot restrain himself from the greed of eating. Finally he
feels numb throughout his body and his vision cannot focus on
anything, he just sits on the ground and looks straight at the scenes
before him. The day is getting gray. The rain feels fluffy because it
is going to stop. White mist is wandering in the woods everywhere.
Suddenly Huo Chun finds a bending woman in white is flying here
and there in the mist. Her black hair is loose, her skin is shining and
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tempting, the way she flies is comfortable and free, looking even
better than a bird does.
Huo chun cannot help turning back and yelling to the goose-neck
woman, "Look, a woman that can fly is in the mist!"
The goose-neck woman doesn't answer. Huo chun cannot see her,
and little carpenter also suddenly disappears. Huo chun feels both
excited and frightened. He is staring at that flying person. She
passes a grove of pine trees, the varying-in-density mist makes her
look sometimes clear and sometimes sketchy. Huo chun cannot
help shouting to her, "Who are you? How can you fly?"
istii^K. wmwmA, m~\ffimnmm, \tm
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Chi has also given a very beautiful and dreamy account about Huo chun's first
encountering the ghost. The beautiful flying ghost is a delicate element woven into the
story by the writer. It is a perfect arrangement of the storyline to make Huo chun the
first person who discovers the existence of the flying ghost before the pregnant
woman and the old deaf man, given the implicit similarity in nature between Huo
chun and the ghost. Although it is something imaginary, the ghost stands for the
beautiful aspect of human nature. Furthermore, "beauty" and 'mystery" are the two
in-born characteristics of the flying female ghost, and these two features have been
best realized in the uncontaminated eyes of a child—Huo chun. This is another well-
thought-about arrangement by Chi with her ingenious ability of making a story.
Because of this imaginary but well-believed creature, the destinies of many
characters have been changed. The pregnant woman has strengthened her will to have
the child in the remote but beautiful countryside; the black-face man gives up his plan
to kill his elder brother; the old deaf man hangs himself at the end of the story as a
sign of the end of his suffering in the modern society. All in all, as the tender but
lucky child character in the story, while he is immersed in the love and care of the
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adult characters, under Chi's unique way of structuring her composition Huo chun has
also played an irreplaceable role in the development of the whole story.
Powerful and Thorny Blossoms
The "powerful and thorny blossoms" share most of the characteristics that the
"tender but lucky blossoms'
1
possess. For example, their natural thirst for healthy
growth; being important or even essential for the development of storylines; under the
protection of, or well taken care by, adult characters in the stories, etc. However,
contrary to the comparatively introverted and passive mobility or activities of the
"tender but lucky blossoms 1 ' (in other words, their existence or reaction is designed to
be the stimulant to the action or consequence of the adult characters), the powerful
and thorny blossoms possess a more aggressive and more active potential to act or
have the advantage of an extroverted consequentiality to influence the development of
storylines. In the different stories we might find that the children characters of this
subcategory would no longer "absolutely" rely on the care of the adult characters in
order to maintain a safe and sound status quo, they might behave like young heroes
taking responsibility for their families, or they might have the tendency to attack or to
revenge the unfair or evil substance that positions as a threat to their yearning for a
healthy growth.
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The child character of Tian Zao M± in "Qing Shui Xi Chen" J&zK$fc<k (clear
water washes dust) is a good example of a family-oriented and hard-working powerful
blossom.
The short story happens in a remote small town—Li Zhen ^LfS (the literal
meaning in Chinese is "customs town" which implies the impact of social traditions
on each local household)—in the northeastern part of China. "People here wash
themselves only once a year, which is on the twenty-seventh day of December
according to the lunar calendar" &MAfil^K^fe—EM, %%&feMB~-\"t
fflH^K.. In Tian Zao's family, every year during this time, the job of boiling and
dumping water is always assigned to him. Tian Zao has undertaken the task every
since he was eight years old, and by now he has done that for five years.
There are altogether seven characters in the story, which include Tian Zao ^'J±,
Tian Yun 3t a' (sister of Tian Zao, is another example of well-fostered "tender but
lucky blossom), grandmother £##5, father eSilr, mother Widow Snake
and Xiao Dawei N ~X$> (classmate of Tian Zao). In the story, all these characters are
united, interwoven, and well balanced by the writer, to vividly and touchingly
eulogize the warm relationships from grandparents to grandsons, from mother-in-law ,
10 daughter-in-law, from parents to children, from husband to wife, and from brother
to sister, which can be found in local country society. Thus readers would reach a
feeling that even though Li Town is a very backward country place, the residents
living there are enjoying a peaceful way of life, which oozes love and care.
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One thing that is interesting about the story is that all the affection and care shown
in the story is finally realized by the conflicts between characters, which are
intricately designed by the writer. Tian Zao refuses to use the left over water from his
grandmother to wash himself, which upsets the grandmother, but upon learning that
this year Tian Zao insists on washing himself with clean water, grandmother feels
satisfied. Tian Yun refuses to wash herself with the left over water from her father
reasoning that she might get pregnant from that, which greatly amuses the family.
Tian Yun picks on Tian Zao while the elder brother is about to serve her with hot
water according to his assignment, and readers can sense the joyful relationships in
the family. Father and mother start fighting with each other because the father has to
go out to help Widow Snake fix the bathing tub, however they finally come to their
end of quarrelling and even have sex during the bath. Xiao Dawei keeps laughing at
Tian Zao's heavy duty and washes himself with left over water as in former years,
which reinforces Tian Zao's decision to wash himself with clear water this year.
At the end of the story Chi gives a beautiful description of Tian Zao's taking a bath
with clear water. The whole setting of the scene looks so dreamy and perfect, as an
amplification of the praise for Tian Zao. As a hard-working child character, he
possesses the virtues which can be found in country children. He is generous and
unselfish, demonstrated by his serving the whole family first and taking a bath as the
last one. He is also loving and forgiving, which can be seen in his spoiling his sister
and forgiving the mockery of his classmate. All in all, as a powerful blossom in chi's
writings, he is working diligently and growing healthily as well. But most importantly,
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the merits possessed by this character are of reflection of Chi's extolling of the virtues
of the local country people.
Tian Zao closes the door, after he takes off all of his clothes,
he turns down the light. He sneaks to the window with bare
feet, gently opens the window drapes, and then goes back
into the bathtub. He first dips his feet in, hot water makes
him shiver once, but he gets used to it very soon. He slowly
bends his knees and sits down, the balmy feeling of clear
water smoothly flows across his chest and abdomen. Tian
Zao puts his head on the top part of the bathtub, he can see
the looming darkness outside the window, can see the
perpetual stars in the night scene. He feels that those stars
have passed through the vast dark, flown into his window,
and dropped into the bathtub, just like the yellowish Zaojiao
flowers that he learned about in the middle school textbooks,
releasing a fresh and breezy fragrance, and getting prepared
to wash off the dust of the last whole year for him.
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Thus we can see from the stories with powerful blossoms, in contrast to the tender
but lucky blossoms doing nothing substantial but under the trustworthy protection of
r.dult characters, sometimes there is a junior character who is upright and simple,
strong-willed but also communicative with the adult characters around him/her. The
junior character has to interact with different types of adult characters with his/her
?imple but real emotions and naive behavior, however in the end many conflicts and
storylines aie to be solved by the naive junior character. Such an example can be
found in Guan Xiaoming ^'HJj in "Ri Luo Wan Yao" (sun sets at the
bowl mill).
"Ri Luo Wan Yao" tells a story about grandson (Guan Xiaoming), grandfather,
dog, infant, and a mud bowl, as usual in a country setting. After Guan Xiaoming went
to town to watch a circus show he was wholly overwhelmed by a show of dogs
catching bowls, and decided to copy the show and practice with his dog. The only
reason he has decided to do this is because he wishes one day that he and his dog can
become famous for this kind of acting, so that all his family would benefit from it.
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However, after weeks of practicing in the backyard, most of the bowls and plates have
been shattered. In order to help out his grandson, the grandfather decides to make new
bowls for the family. The wife of Guan Xiaoming's teacher Wang Zhangluo
gets pregnant again after two miscarriages, and Wang Zhangluo also hopes Guan
Xiaoming's grandfather will succeed in making a good bowl for his coming infant
(according to local custom). However, after numerous attempts, grandfather fails to
achieve it. At the same time, during one practice, one of the dog's eyes became blind
by accident. Just at the most desperate time, out of everyone's expectation, the
pregnant woman found an overlooked bowl at the bowl stove and gave birth to a
healthy infant right there. And it is by Guan Xiaoming's adventurous searching with
the help of the blind dog, that the mother and the baby are saved, arid the whole story
ends with celebration of the new baby and the praise for Guan Xiaoming and his dog.
Guan Xiaoming's relationship with his grandfather reminds us of those "tender
but lucky blossoms" thai I have addressed above, because he is well under the care
and love of his grandfather (and his parents and local people as well); however, the
striking difference between Guan Xiaoming and the tender but lucky blossoms is that
as the hero of the whole story, he has his own intentional actions, and these actions
serve as the main leads in the development of the story, hence storylines and the
destinies of other people also get influenced by the deeds of the child. Therefore we
can say powerful children characters like Guan Xiaoming now have the ability to
impact the storylines aggressively, rather than being more passive like the tender but
lucky blossoms.
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The best example is the short story "Feng Ren Yuan Li De Xiao Mo Pan" MA
^M#J'hH£l: (Little Millstone in the Lunatic Asylum) (2001, rpt in Chi 2002). Xiao
Mo Pan is a naive child with learning dysfunctions. His classmate Li Liang
(playing the role of a spokesperson for selfishness and cruelty in this story) is a bad
kid and always bullies him. One day in the open air restroom, Li Zhen occupies the
place and does not permit Xiao Mo Pan to shit, even though Xiao Mo Pan cannot hold
it any more and finally defecates inside his pants. Xiao Mo Pan cannot tolerate Li
Zhen any more, and pushes him into the manure pool and lets him drown to death.
After this incident, Xiao Mo Pan is sent back to the insane asylum where he is from.
However, because of his special role that can bring laughter and happiness to the
patients in the lunatic asylum, many people are cured of their mental problems, good
people are saved, and some patients even marry each other. First let us take a look at
the description of Xiao Mo Pan:
Xiao Mo Pan is already twelve years old, but he looks like only
seven or eight. He can eat a lot, and he is not picky about food,
but he never grows taller.
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With his ordinary appearance (with slight implication about the unusual figure
the child), Xiao Mo Pan's inborn temperament and personality make him an
exceptionally helpful figure in the lunatic asylum:
Those lunatic people also treat him in an unusual way, they come
group by group, but no matter whatever their mental problems are
serious or slight, not one of them has ever touched Xiao Mo Pan
with even one finger. Sometimes when their mental problems
break out, as soon as Xiao Mo Pan appears, which is like the
appearance of a rainbow, the lunatic patients would calm down
right away. As a result, neither the doctors nor the nurses ever
stop Xiao Mo Pan from playing with the lunatic patients, and
every time the patients see him, they always feel very happy.
There were two patients who already left the hospital and
returned home three years ago, however, they never forget about
Xiao Mo Pan. When the Spring Festival comes, they still think of
him and send him some clothes and a bag of candies, which
makes the doctors in the lunatic asylum feel jealous.
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All in all, as a powerful blossom, Xiao Mo Pan is influencing many characters in
the story with his magic personality. For example, the patient Zhang Laodao 'JWnjJ
(in Chinese, Zhang is the surname of this man, "Laodao" literally means naggy) found
himself the happiest when playing the game "guo jia jia" (a very popular but
simple game among young children in China) with Xiao Mo Pan, even though he is
an adult in his forties already; the middle school student Li Zhuban ^-f'j IS. restores
his vitality and imagination after being friends with Xiao Mo Pan for a year; the
newly accepted girl with mental disorders falls in love with the handsome patient Wei
Dahua $J very soon after they meet each other, etc. Even though Xiao Mo Pan
does not fit in with the vulgar and crass society outside the asylum, however, in the
lunatic asylum he is the decisive hero and influences the fates of many patients and
their families. At the climax of the story, Xiao Mo Pan kills the wicked classmate Li
Liang during his mother's third attempt to make him go back to school. Finally
readers realize that the powerful blossom possess the ability to affect the other
characters, even including direct attacks on the evil and bad sectors of society. That is
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the main reason I would like to characterize these powerful blossoms with the word
"thorny".
In Chi's narrative compositions there is always a "young hero" character, which is
young in age, upright in personality, distinctive or loveable in appearance, and healthy
and attractive in nature. The "young hero" always interacts with different types of
adult characters in the story with his/her naive thinking, tender emotions, or even
mischievous behavior. However, strikingly, many knots in the storyline and suspense
in the stories have to be unraveled and solved by the "young hero" characters. These
young hero characters are just those healthy blossoms that I have categorized. In other
words, healthy blossoms are the key components in Chi's literary productions. The
appearance and positioning of these healthy blossoms are unique narrative angle in
Chi's writings, and a unique way of artistic composition as well. According to the
different characteristics that they possess, I have categorized them into two basic
groups, which are "tender but lucky" and "powerful and thorny", however, healthy is
the fundamental nature of all of these children characters. In addition to the
indispensable literary composition tool that they play, the simple but beautiful nature
that they own is also the reflection of the goodness of the country world that Chi is
eulogizing persistently.
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CHAPTER 5
BROKEN BLOSSOMS
Besides the significant number of "robust blossoms" that we can find in Chi's
stories, readers usually are able to find a considerable number of aberrant children
characters as well, which I categorize as "broken blossoms" or "deformed blossoms".
"Broken blossoms" stand for the aberrant children characters in Chi's literary
productions. They include all the rest of the children characters which stand in
contrast to the "robust blossoms" in Chi's writings. "Broken blossoms" are the
children characters that are not healthy or well protected by the adult characters any
longer. On the contrary, they appear to be the victims and hopeless prey of [he adult
characters, or the evil-minded and detrimental characters in Chi's writings.
By research into the aberrant children characters in Chi's literary productions, I
have discovered that Chi is using these broken blossoms to imply that it is from the
materialistic world brought by modernization, and the contaminated social conditions
promoted by improper adulthood behaviors that the aberrant children characters
acquire their detestable temperaments and damaging habits. We can look at the
following examples for evidence.
Qiang Qiang Wj& is the only child character in the short story "Mang ren bao tan"
ifAIM (The newsstand of blind people) and his appearance in the story is a very
short description, which is also at the end of the story. "Mang ren bao tan" is about
the story of a blind couple, Wu Zimin M U R: (the husband) and Wang Yaoqin $M
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(the wife). They work diligently every day selling newspapers, nevertheless, their
peaceful life has to face a great change—the wife got pregnant. Because the couple
are blind, they start worrying that the newborn child might also be blind. As a back-up
resolution, in case their child is blind, they start soliciting donations in order to save
money to cure the blindness of their would-be-blind child in the future. However, the
result of the donations is very discouraging, so that the couple could not stop
worrying. However, one horrific accident happens in their neighborhood that
completely changes their opinions about their future child. Qiang Qiang the
neighbor's grandson, who is highly spoilt by his family, is badly wounded by his
grandmother and almost dies. Let us take a look at Chi's terse but vivid descriptions
about this Chinese family clash:
The reason for the happening is not complicated. Qiang Qiang is
the single child, badly spoilt, ordering this and asking for that
every day, and considered as the little god by the whole family.
The other night, grandma Liu wanted to eat some porridge, but
the grandson wanted pancakes, so the daughter-in-law then
started cooking pancakes. Grandma Liu just said one unnecessary
sentence: "Nowadays, children are really unmanageable!" The
daughter-in-law replied unpleasantly: "We were not following the
child, are we supposed to follow the grown-ups!"
We can notice Chi's writing skills from this short piece of description about the
familial conflict in an average modern Chinese family. Only with a few words, we can
get a sketchy understanding of the situation in this family, that is, the grandson is
highiy spoilt, the grandmother is ignored, and there is a deep distaste between the
mcfher-itt-law and the daughter-in-law. Then, as the family conflict comes to a climax,
the broken blossom
—
Qiang Qiang—starts acting aberrantly, as the writer has
designed:
Dammed old thing!" Qiang Qiang follows up and curses his
own grandma, "You good-for-nothing! My mom says why
don't you hurry up and die!
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On hearing such insulting curses from her own grandson, the grandmother uses
scissors to spear at Qiang Qiang. Originally she meant to scare him; however, because
of the anger inside, she did not control herself well and thrusts the scissors into Qiang
Qiang' s chest. The neighbors hurry to send Qiang Qiang to the hospital, and
fortunately Qiang Qiang's life is saved. But when people got back from the hospital
the next morning, they found the grandmother had hung herself. It is from the bad
experience of Qiang Qiang that the blind couple realized that they should not worry
about their child in the future too much. If everything is prepared very well for him
like for Qiang Qiang, he would not cherish it well or work hard. The whole story ends
comparatively quickly after the incident described above.
If we go back to "Feng Ren Yuan Li De Xiao Mo Pan" M,A$L^.tf}'bBfk (Little
Millstone in Lunatic Asylum) that I have addressed in the last chapter, we can also
find another very good example of an aberrant child character—Li Liang Wtt-
There is no direct description of this deviant child character in the short story. Part
of the reason is because "Xiao Mo Pan" is the main character, and Chi has already
paid a lot of attention to describing him and singing his praises. As a result, the writer
does not necessarily have to focus on portraying the aberrant child character which
serves a secondary role to the development of the storyline. Nonetheless, if we take a
look at the few narratives about the evil child Li Liang, some interesting aspects can
still be discovered:
Xiao Mo Pan recognizes him, he is his classmate when he went to
school for the first time, his name is Li Liang. He is a controlling
child, bullying the classmates who are weak and small. When the
teachers criticize him in class, he always pretends to be innocent.
He started his school late like Xiao Mo Pan did, it is said that his
father is a shoe maker, reluctant to pay for his school. In order to
gain his right to go to school, he went to the court and sued his
father. This matter is very widely talked about both at school and
out in the society.
Ifwe look carefully into the examples of aberrant children in Chi's writing, at least
from the examples of Li Liang and Qiang Qiang, it is comparatively easy to discover
what the writer implies. In Qiang Qiang's case, within the family of Qiang Qiang,
there must have been some long-lasted conflict between the mother-in-law
(grandmother of Qiang Qiang) and the daughter-in-law (mother of Qiang Qiang,
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which is considered not unusual among traditional Chinese families. However, when
the conflict breaks out, it is Qiang Qiang who "picks up the words" and curses at his
own grandmother, behaving like a morally aberrant and deluded blossom. Such
behavior is obviously regarded as extremely impolite and disrespectful. However, the
fact is, Qiang Qiang is only four years old, and it is impossible for a four-year-old
child to have complicated thinking. Afterwards, he hates and curses his own
grandmother, who had brought him up through many difficulties and hardships
(according to the grandmother's complaints in the story). Therefore, it is obvious to
recognize that Qiang Qiang is actually a carrier of the hatred towards his grandmother
which is originally from his mother. It is his mother who thinks and treats her
grandmother maliciously, and gradually, Qiang Qiang is affected with his mother's
detestation of the mother-in-law. However, as a result of behaving extremely
disrespectfully, the aberrant behavior of Qiang Qiang is severely punished by his
grandmother's careless revenge. However, it is obvious that it is from adults (Qiang
Qiang' s mother) that Qiang Qiang acquires the improper inclination to behave like an
extremely aberrant child. All in all, Qiang Qiang's detestable behavior is a reflection
of the malevolent ideas and relationships of the adult world, which is discreetly
implied through the meticulous arrangement of the storyline.
The aberrant child—Li Liang—is also another example of such implicit critical
reflection on the adult world. Normally, it is right for a child to attain his/her right to
get education according to the public opinions, and the father of Li Liang is
inexcusably guilty for failing in his responsibility to give his own son opportunities
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for education. However, Chi skillfully arranges the storyline to show the readers that
actually the father of Li Liang is an upright and responsible man at the end of the
story.
After the incident in which Xiao Mo Pan pushes Li Liang into the manure pool and
Li Liang is drowned, the mother of Xiao Mo Pan—Ju Shifu (Ju is her family
name, Shifu is a respectable way to call a working staff in Chinese)
—
goes to visit the
parents of Li Liang, and she is ready to apologize and reimburse them with as much
money as she has:
The father of Li Liang, the shoe maker who has been sued by Li
Liang for not letting him go to school, after he heard about Ju
Shifu's family experiences, he had great sympathy towards this
feeble and miserable woman. He did not ask for even one penny
from Ju Shifu, and said that Li Liang would have stirred up some
trouble sooner or later, he was way too bullying.
From these descriptions at the end of the story, the readers find that the father of Li
Liang—who had been sued by his own son—is actually very compassionate and a
good person. The reason he did not let his son go to school was that he knew his son
very well and would not let him bully other students. However, his attempt failed
because his own son successfully used the so-called lighteous way to go to school,
and afterwards, many classmates were bullied and harassed by him, including Xiao
Mo Pan.
Using the legal way is considered correct in the modern world. This has already
become common sense. However, in the case of Li Liang, readers might come to
wonder how come the normally accepted righteous way utilized by a child who sued
his own father (supposed to be brave, modem and heroic) has turned out to be an
example of misuse of the law. Moreover, the father who refuses to allow his own son
to go to school (supposed to be irresponsible and backward against the modernization
of education) has turns out to be correct from in regard to hurting other children at
school. This is just what Chi is implying within this story by her unique and delicate
way of writing and arranging the storylines. Being a modern country literature writer
in China, the mainstream in Chi's literary productions is basically praising the
traditional values that lie in country people's hearts and conscience, and criticizing the
dark and polluted side of the fast-developing modernization and urbanization. In
"Feng Ren Yuan Li De Xiao Mo Pan", from the depictions of the activities of the
aberrant child—Li Liang, Chi has successfully guided the readers to think about the
eligibility and sustainability of the commonly-believed legal system. Obviously,
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readers could reach a conclusion that people might misuse the law for improper
reasons, which actually is not an unusual phenomenon in modern and urbanized
China. Furthermore, Chi has also implied that it is from the adult world that Li Liang
acquires the knowledge and information to misuse the law in order to attain his evil
and disastrous purpose.
The child character of Bao Zhui (literally means "treasure drops" or "auspicious
pendant" in Chinese) ' U.H^ in Chi's award-winning short story "Wu Yue Niu Lan"
(S;;:ble fence in misty month) '% ) J is another type of deformed child character.
Readers can find very intense emotional conflicts and communications in this
innovative and delicately composed shon story. Bao Zhui wakes up during the middle
<>f the night, and by accident sees his stepfather having sex with his mother. Because
of his naivety, he gives out with mischievous laughter on the spot, which completely
dampens his stepfather's passion. Even worse, the next day Bao Zhui makes innocent
but insulting inquiries to his stepfather, who by accident, angrily knock him onto the
stable fence. This caused Bao Zhui to lose his memory of the past and he insists on
living in the stable with the ox ever since then. The stepfather felt deeply guilty and
blamed himself afterwards, but no matter how hard he tries to get Bao Zhui back to
his normal mentality as redemption, the result is always fruitless. The stepfather's
health condition has been worsening quickly, and even before he dies, he still tries to
chop down the stable fence as his last attempt to recover a normal life for the child.
Meanwhile, Bao Zhui has started recovering little by little as he spends time with the
ox every night and day at the end of the story.
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After the accident in which Bao Zhui lost his memory and brainpower, his
stepfather was overwhelmed by guilt and self-blaming, and has tried his best to help
Bao Zhui recover. For example, the stepfather hopes Bao Zhui would at least stop
sleeping in the ox stable every night and come back to the new bedroom that he has
built for him. However, after all attempts have turned futile, he becomes physically
weak and mentally desperate, and as a result he dies early in middle age. The
following descriptions are of good examples to show the sincere guilty remorse that
Bao Zhui's stepfather is suffering before his death:
Maybe it is because stepfather is dying, these days, he comes
almost every day to the ox stable to talk to Bao Zhui. Sometimes
he does not say anything, but laying a hand on Bao Zhui's head,
his eyes are filled with blurred tears.
Stepfather looks at Bao Zhui lovingly, big drops of tears flow
onto his concave cheeks.
"Uncle—", suddenly Bao Zhui says, 'you are not coming back
after you die?"
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"Er" stepfather replied with such a sound, his tears still could not
stop flowing.
Stepfather' 3 eyes are shedding more and more tears. He still tries
in vain to take hold of Bao Zhui's hand, however every attempt
that he makes actually increases the distance between the stepson
and him.
From these heartrending descriptions, readers can recognize the heartfelt sorrow
the stepfather has inside his heart. After the accident in which Bao Zhui loses the
normal mentality of a child, he insists on living with the ox rather than his family
members. Even before the death of his stepfather, he still would not follow the
begging of his stepfather and mother, would not give any condolence to his
stepfather's deep grief. However, Bao Zhui's reaction has nothing to with revenge
or
vengeance; he has lost the memory of the past and the cleverness he used to have,
the
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attitude he holds toward his family is simply out of his natural response or instinct.
Nevertheless, the seeming fact that Bao Zhui will never get back to his normal life has
completely destroyed the sexuality (he has become impotent after the accident and
always gets complained at by Bao Zhui's mother), vitality, and the health condition of
his stepfather. Right before his death, the stepfather was trying to chop apart the fence
that Bao Zhui had bumped into as his last redemption for the only accidental
wrongdoing in his life.
According to Chi's deliberate composition of the storyline, the main theme of "Wu
Yue Niu Lan" is to praise the honesty, truthfulness, and conscience of the country
people in the setting of countryside. Even though the stepfather—one of the main
characters in the story—has a tragic end, he has shown great responsibility and
conscience concerning his accidental misdeed to his stepson, and this is the major
shining point of the old-fashion merit of the countryside civilians that the writing
sings high praise for. Upon the death of the stepfather, some minute change has taken
place within Bao Zhui's family. Bao Zhui's mother has shown a stronger love towards
Bao Zhui's sister who is the child of Bao Zhui's mother and his stepfather; Bao
Zhui's mother also treats Bao Zhui more lovingly and responsibly, demonstrated by
her driving her new lover out of the home because the man is thinking of sending Bao
Zhui to a local coal mill to work. As the main character of the story, Bao Zhui has
also gradually become mature and enlightened through his everyday connection with
the ox and especially the new birth of a young cow--"Juan Er" (curled ear) # .
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In the finale of the story, Chi's gives a very beautiful and exciting description of
Juan Er's first walking out with Bao Zhui right after the end of the misty month. This
is not only an analogical symbol but also an implicit forecasting of a recovery and
bright future of Bao Zhui:
Juan Er makes some attempts to move its feet, but suddenly pulls
back its head. Bao Zhui realizes that Juan Er was born in the
misty month. It has never seen the sun. The bright sunlight has
scared it. Bao Zhui then strides over the threshold, takes a
confident walk in the yard in order to show it in front of Juan Er,
and also waves at Juan Er. Juan Er responds to him with a tender
sound, then follows him nervously into the yard.
Juan Er hunches its body and dips its head with every step he
makes, seemingly checking whether or not its feet have treaded
the sunlight into dimness.
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As a deformed child character who has suffered a serious physical injury, Bao
Zhui shares an experience similar to the aberrant children characters like Qiang Qiang
and Li Liang. Nonetheless, the essential difference between Bao Zhui and those
aberrant children is that the aberrant children are the carriers of malicious thinking
and improper behavior bequeathed by the modern adult world which Chi is
detemiinedly criticizing; on the contrary, Bao Zhui seems to be an accidental victim
of the harsh behavior of an adult character, however, his unfortunate life experience
demonstrates the great conscience, responsibility, and truthfulness of the country
people which Chi persistently eulogizes. For children characters like Bao Zhui, Qiang
Qiang, and Li Liang, even though their roles in the different storylines vary
considerably, nevertheless, in stark contrast to the robust blossoms who are constantly
well-protected by adult characters and never run into any physical misfortune, the
deformed child character—Bao Zhui—shares very similar unhealthy growth
experiences similar to the aberrant children characters Qiang Qiang and Li Liang, I
still would like to classify them into the category of broken blossoms.
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CHAPTER 6
IDIOSYNCRATIC SCOPE AND AESTHETIC BALANCE
Upon considering all of the children characters in Chi's literary productions as a
whole group, readers can find that the majority of the children characters (especially
the robust blossoms) are constantly contextualized and positioned in peaceful,
melodious, and natural settings, which are reflections of Chi's portrayal of the
harmonious relationship between human beings and the nature, as well as the
relationship between different people depending on each other and living together in
the quiet and tranquil country world. Nevertheless, we have to realize that the country
world in the eyes of the children characters is not necessarily a realistic world of
childhood any more. It has become an emotionalized and poetic childhood world
created by the author for the children characters, based on Chi's personal memory or
even imagination when she recalls her own past.
The genuine and tranquil world in Chi's country literature functionally serves only
as an idealistic and imaginary condition or setting for the children characters to reside
in; however, as sensed by every reader after reading Chi's writing, it could also
become a contrastive stage which stands in stark contrast to the complicated and
boisterous modernized society. Especially in contemporary Chinese society, after the
economical reforms since the end of 1970's and the Cultural Revolution, the whole
country has come to a stage of drastic transformation from an agricultural society
to
an industrial one. As a result, enormous social changes and radical social
conflicts
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have been brought about to an increasing degree, and traditional social views and
customs have been continually overthrown or updated. All ofthese social, cultural,
and economical elements have been influencing every individual who lives in such a
transformational period of modern Chinese history.
Facing the sweeping rise of the modern civilization symbolized by the more and
more urbanized areas which use to be countryside, a great number of people in the
transformational period have felt themselves being positioned in the crevice between
modernity and traditions. Their original ideological or social values have been
overwhelmed by new challenges and changes. They even feel lost in conscience and
purposeless towards the future. At this moment, like many contemporary Chinese
writers who have turned their focus to the modernizing countryside part of China. Chi
has also been locating her literary settings in the countryside world.
In the meantime, most of the country literature writers during this time period
have inherited the critical spirit of the critical country literature of the 1930's, which
was to unveil the dark side of the country residents and the disadvantages of the
backward agricultural civilization. Their literary productions usually possess a strong
sense of criticism and political sensitivity. Nonetheless, differing from the mainstream
critical country literature writers who use the modern sense of intellectuality to
enlighten the stationary culture and stagnant living conditions of the country life, so as
to disclose the collision of the modern urban civilization and the backward country
civilization, Chi purposely ignores the insensitive feelings and dreadful emotions of
the modern people which have been built up by all kinds of mechanizations and
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modulations. She intentionally avoids well-accepted themes like adult relationships,
pomposity and superficiality of urban life, hardships of new immigrants, or cruelty of
the materialistic world. In most of her country literature, she insists on using the
viewpoints of children as the angle or starting point of writing, and immerses the
children characters into the countryside world to start every work. In her literary
production, she has created scores of uncontaminated and natural country worlds
where readers can find beautiful scenery or even supernatural country settings, long-
lost social values and customs, and the genuine and unpolluted natures of the country
people. Readers living in urbanized surroundings have found themselves comforted
by reading Chi's idiosyncratic literary production.
Both the robust blossoms and the broken blossoms are literary ingredients
created by Chi, they respectively represent the two extremes of the thought and
philosophy of the writer. From the broken children characters, readers can see me
deep concern that Chi holds towards the selfish and snobbish inadequacies of people
living in the modernized society. Chi keeps implying that even young children have
been polluted and contaminated by the improper sectors of the adult world and have
become miserable victims of the materialistic society. On the contraiy, robust
blossoms stand for idealistic living concepts and healthy existential status. These
fictional characters are produced out of the author's inner enthusiasm towards the
beaut/ of the countryside world and the pleasant nature of the country residents. The
active and healthy images of these robust blossoms are a reflection of not only the
peaceful mutual-depending relationship between different people living in the
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unsophisticated environment of the country world, but also the harmonious
relationship between countryside residents and nature.
The divergence of the two types of children characters originates from different
purposes of the writer. Based on the real living experiences that she has been
accumulating through her everyday life, Chi has intentionally extracted the useful and
constructive elements from that reality and has selectively embodied them into the
living substance of the robust blossoms. Hence, every robust blossom in Chi's literary
production has become a pure prototype of happiness and love. They are absorbing
tender care and protection, and dismissing misfortune and hardship that can be found
in realistic life experience. They have become a type of idealistic existence in the
complicated and variegated society no matter if it is urban or country areas. In ocher
words, Chi has been intentionally and selectively emphasizing the beautiful part of the
country residents' ordinary life. For example, in the short story of "Yu Gu", Chi has
been putting emphasis on the interesting and adventurous part ot the common life of a
fishing household, and the caring love and attention that Qi Qi receives from her
parents as well. Chi depicts the exciting experience as Qi Qi and her mother fish on
the river catching the fish flood during the middle of the night, and how much Qi Qi is
engrossed and reluctant to go home, however, the writer does not take into account
that the hardship and poverty of an ordinary fishing household that has to work in
extremely cold environment during uncommon hours. In addition, upon asking
something for Qi Qi from her father, the mother could not come up with anything else
but simply some fish bone, which could also be some reflection of the poverty and
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backwardness of the fishing family in the country world. However, in Chi's writing,
the realistic and multicolored countryside life has been lyricized and exalted, and the
everyday hardships or negative aspects of the country world have been intentionally
overlooked. Similarly, when Chi depicts the broken blossoms, she uses the same-but-
opposite technique. Let us take Qiang Qiang in "Mang Ren Bao Tan" for example.
Being the single grandson in the family, Qiang Qiang must have received
overwhelming love and care for years, however, Chi has completely changed the way
to look at it and simply described it with a few words like "spoiling" jfig, and she
mentions only the aberrant cursing that Qiang Qiang makes towards his own
grandmother in her writing. Consequently, through the writer's extraction and
' revising of the actual everyday life in her literary production, the original realistic life
content could reach some esthetic balance again, despite the fact that opposing
extremes have been dissected and amplified her artistic maneuvering.
Therefore, I would point out that whether robust blossoms or broken blossoms, in
Chi's literary production they all have been modified and heightened out of the reality,
they have been transformed from images extracted out of realistic life experience to
pure literary or artistic existence, either as idealistic symbols or as imaginary evil
couriers. As result of the mutual interaction between actual life content and the
writer's alternation and amplification, the variegated children characters have become
effective literary devices for Chi to realize her original literary philosophy: to express
concern about urbanization and urbanized social relationships; and at the same time to
convey her longing to get away from the urbanized society and return to the natural
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living atmosphere symbolized by idealized childhood memory and simplicity. In
general, the literary philosophy of Chi reflected in her variegated usage of children
characters could provide readers some new threads and different aspects to observe
and study the topics like modernization and urbanization.
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